We investigate the question which communication tasks can be accomplished within a given operational theory. The concrete task is to find out which communication matrices have a prepare-and-measure implementation with states and measurement from a given theory. To set a general framework for this question we develop the ultraweak matrix majorization in the set of communication matrices. This preorder gives us means to determine when one communication task is more difficult than another. Furthermore, we introduce several monotones which can be used to compare and characterize the communication matrices. We observe that not only do the monotones allow us to compare communication matrices, but also their maximal values in a given theory are seen to relate to some physical properties of the theory. The maximal values can then be thought as 'dimensions', allowing us to compare different theories to each other. We analyse the introduced monotones one by one and demonstrate how the set of implementable communication matrices is different in several theories with the focus being mainly on the difference between classical and quantum theories of a given dimension.
Introduction
There has been recently several studies on quantum prepare-andmeasure scenarios from different points of view. This topic connects to several active research areas, including self-testing (see e.g. [1, 2] ), dimension witnesses (see e.g. [3, 4, 5, 6] ) and foundational principles of quantum theory (see e.g. [7, 8] ). In the current work our main aim is identify and investigate the mathematical structure and general features that this kind of question has in any operational theory.
We start by recalling the convex operational formulation of operational theories (also called general probabilistic theories, see e.g. [9] for more details). A system is described by its state s which we assume to be an element of a compact convex subset S of a finite-dimensional real vector space V; we call S the state space of the theory. The convexity of S is a result of the possibility to mix states. Given a state space S we take the set of effects E(S) ⊂ V * , the simplest types of measurements, to consist of linear funtionals e : S → [0, 1] giving probabilities on states: e(s) is interpreted as the probability that the event corresponding to the effect e was registered in an experiment when the system was measured in a state s. A measurement M with n outcomes is then taken to be a collection of effects M 1 , . . . , M n such that n i=1 M i (s) = 1 for all states s ∈ S thus guaranteeing that some outcome is always registered for all states. We denote by Q d and S cl d the state spaces of d-dimensional quantum and classical systems, respectively.
By a communication matrix (also called channel matrix in [10] ) we mean any row-stochastic matrix C, i.e., a matrix with non-negative entries with each row suming to 1. The interpretation in the current investigation is as follows. Alice has a finite collection of states, called a state ensemble, which we describe as a map s : a → s a from a finite set {1, . . . , n} to S. Alice selects a label a and sends a system in the respective state s a to Bob. Bob makes a measurement using a fixed measurement M , having possible outcomes {1, . . . , m}. The collection of all conditional probabilities describing this preparation-measurement scenario is written as a n × m communication matrix
and we then say that C is implemented with the pair s, M . We remark that this is the simplest type of prepare-and-measure scenario; one may look for statistics coming from multiple measurements and then the object under investigation is often called a behaviour. In this work we focus solely on communication matrices. We can consider any communication matrix C as a communication task. The question then is: if communication is limited to systems of certain type (i.e. S is fixed), can one implement C? We denote by C n,m (S) the set of all n × m communication matrices that have an implementation of the form (1) for some s, M belonging to the theory determined by S. We further denote by C(S) the set of S-implementable communication matrices of finite size, i.e., C(S) = ∪ n,m C n,m (S).
The starting point of the present investigation is to have a theory independent definition of when some communication task is more difficult than another one. This will be defined as a preorder in the set of all communication matrices. As we are going to see, in the classical theories there is one implementable communication task, namely the distinguishability of n states, so that all other implementable communication tasks are easier than this task. This is the unique feature of classical theories; in any non-classical theories there are implementable communication matrices that do not have a common upper bound in the set of implementable communication matrices. We will then develop monotones for the defined preorder and link them to physical properties of S.
In the literature, it is often assumed that Alice and Bob are sharing a global source of randomness, i.e., they have shared randomness. With shared randomness Alice and Bob can implement any mixture of implementable communication matrices since they can coordinate the mixing of preparators and measurement devices. We denote byC n,m (S) the convex hull of C n,m (S) and this set hence corresponds to all those n × m communication matrices that Alice and Bob can implement if they have additionally a source of shared randomness. In Section 3 we demonstrate that C 3,3 (Q 2 ) is not convex, hence shared randomness is a truly additional resource when forming communication matrices. Interestingly, it has been shown in [10] thatC n,m (Q d ) =C n,m (S cl d ) for classical and quantum systems with the same operational dimension d. Therefore, in the considered simple communication tasks (i.e. consisting of single measurement devices) quantum systems provide no benefit over classical systems of the same dimension if shared randomness is available. The non-convexity of C n,m (Q d ) gives an additional motivation to identify the relevant mathematical structure of this set and urges to understand what are the quantum advantages when shared randomness is not used. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we provide some concrete examples of communication matrices that have physical interpretations. They are then used to illustrate the developments in later sections. To motivate our approach, the non-convexity of C 3,3 (Q 2 ) is proven in Section 3. The essential concept of our investigation, namely, ultraweak matrix majorization, is defined and explained in Section 4. The main contribution of this paper is to introduce and develop ultraweak monotones; in Section 5 we introduce six monotones and in Section 6 demonstrate their usefulness. In Section 7 we further investigate the introduced monotones.
Some specific communication matrices
We denote by M a,b the set of a × b real matrices and by M row a,b the set of a × b row-stochastic matrices, i.e., those matrices that have nonnegative entries and the entries in each row sum to 1. Further, we denote by M row the set of all row-stochastic matrices of finite size, i.e., M row = ∪ a,b M row a,b . In the following we list some subclasses of communication matrices that have specific physical interpretations. We will later use these matrices to exemplify the general developments.
The possibility to distinguish n states corresponds to the communication matrix 1 n ; the distinguishability of states s 1 , . . . , s n means that there is a measurement M , with outcomes 1, . . . , n, such that
for all a, b = 1, . . . , n. In the other extreme, we denote by V n the n × n matrix that has 1 n everywhere. This communication matrix is useless for all communication tasks.
The previous communication matrices belong to the following family of communication matrices. For every 0 ≤ ≤ 1, we denote by D n, the n × n communication matrix that has 1 − in the diagonal and /(n − 1) elsewhere, e.g., Clearly, D n,0 = 1 n and D n,1−1/n = V n . For 0 < < 1−1/n we interpret the matrix D n, as a noisy unbiased distinguishability matrix; it corresponds to the ability to distinguish n states with the error probability and so that the probability of getting a wrong outcome is equal for all wrong outcomes. For 1 − 1/n < ≤ 1 the off-diagonal elements are larger than the diagonal elements and for this reason a different interpretation is more natural. Firstly,
and this matrix is related to the uniform antidistinguishability of n states. Namely, we recall that the antidistinguishability of states s 1 , . . . , s n means that for each index a the corresponding outcome never occurs [11] . We can further require that the other outcomes occur with equal probabilities and this then leads to the concept of uniform antidistinguishability [12] . It follows that for 1 − 1/n < < 1 we can regard D n, as a noisy uniform antidistinguishability matrix. For later use we note that this class of matrices (with fixed n) is a monoid under the matrix multiplication and, in addition, V n is an absorbing element. The product of D n, and D n,µ gives D n, D n,µ = D n, +µ− n n−1 µ .
The uniform antidistinguishability can be seen as a special case of a more general task of communication of partial ignorance. The mathematical formulation of this type of task leads to the following matrices [12] . For every integer pair (n, t) with n ≥ 2, 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1, we denote by G n,t the n t × n communication matrix that has the first row 1/(n − t) 1 · · · 1 0 · · · 0 with n−t ones and t zeros. The other rows are all possible permutations of this that give a different row, written in decreasing lexicographical order. For instance,
As special cases, we have G n,n−1 = 1 n and G n,1 = A n , where
The matrix A n has the same rows as D n,1 but in a different order. They are in fact equivalent matrices in the way that will be clarified in Section 4. The matrices G n,t have a natural interpretation as communication tasks where the goal is to communicate which choices should be avoided. Suppose that Alice and Bob play the following game with Charlie. In the game Charlie has n boxes and he chooses to hide a prize in one of the boxes. Charlie then reveals t empty boxes to Alice who must communicate this information to Bob, or more precisely, enable Bob to avoid the empty boxes. Alice and Bob win the game if Bob guesses the box with the prize correctly. It was shown in [12] that in this game the best strategy for Alice and Bob is to implement the communication matrix G n,t when Charlie has n boxes and t boxes are revealed empty in each round. Naturally, the 'classicality' and 'quantumness' of a communication matrix make sense only relative to dimension of the classical state space or the Hilbert space dimension; any communication matrix has a classical implementation with a suitably big classical state space. Therefore, interesting communication matrices are those that have a realization with d-dimensional quantum system but not with d-dimensional classical system. For instance, one can verify that A n ∈ C(S cl 2 ) if and only if n = 2 while it has been shown in [12] that A n ∈ C(Q 2 ) if and only if n ∈ {2, 3, 4}.
Mixtures of communication matrices
Suppose that C, C ∈ C n,m (S). A convex combination tC + (1 − t)C , 0 < t < 1, is a row-stochastic matrix, so an obvious question is whether it also belongs to C n,m (S) or not.
Firstly, we observe that if C and C have implementations with s, M and s , M , respectively, and if s = s or M = M , then tC + (1 − t)C can be implemented with the corresponding mixture of state ensembles or measurements.
Secondly, if Alice and Bob are allowed to have shared randomness, then by having implementations s, M and s , M they can implement tC + (1 − t)C by using the implementations in a coordinated way. However, one cannot conclude that tC + (1 − t)C ∈ C n,m (S) as shared randomness is an additional resource that is not part of the definition of C n,m (S).
With Example 1 we demonstrate that C, C ∈ C n,m (Q 2 ) does not imply that tC + (1 − t)C ∈ C n,m (Q 2 ), meaning that C n,m (Q 2 ) is not a convex set. This also means that shared randomness is indeed an additional resource that can be used to implement some communication matrices that cannot be implemented without it. A We start by proving a simple auxiliary result that is utilized in Example 1 and can be used to generate other similar examples. Proposition 1. If C ∈ C n,n (Q d ), then tr [C] ≤ d. Assuming that C contains no zero columns, the equality holds only if C has an implementation with pure states and rank-1 POVM (i.e. every operator has rank one).
Proof. Suppose C ∈ C n,n (Q d ) and hence C ab = tr [ a M(b)] for some states 1 , . . . , n and n-outcome
The second inequality is equality if and only if tr [M(b)] = r b for every b, and this means that M(b) is either rank-1 or zero. Assuming that C contains no zero columns, every M(b) must be rank-1. It follows that b must be the unique eigenstate of M(b) with eigenvalue r b . Example 1. Let us first notice that D 3,1/3 ∈ C 3,3 (Q 2 ). Namely, we obtain this communication matrix e.g. by choosing
. We then observe that if a communication matrix D ∈ C 3,3 (Q 2 ) has 2 3 in all diagonal entries, then D = D 3,1/3 . To see this, we use Prop. 1 and hence write
the unit vectors are summing to 0. It follows that they are determined up to a unitary transformation. Further, we must have a = 3 2 M(a) in order to have the maximal eigenvalues in the diagonal. These facts imply that D = D 3,1/3 .
Let us then construct two qubit communication matrices. We choose qubit states .
With these choices we obtain the communication matrix The equal mixture of C and C gives This matrix has 2 3 in all diagonal entries but it is different than D 3,1/3 . By our earlier observation we conclude that 1 2 
Ultraweak matrix majorization
The concept of ultraweak matrix majorization was introduced in the present physical context in [12] . In [13] this relation has been coined as I/O-degradation, where I-O abbreviates input and output. In this section we recall this concept and develop it further. The ultraweak matrix majorization gives a precise meaning when one communication task is more difficult than another one, or when they should be considered equally difficult. such that C = LDR. We then say that C is ultraweakly majorized by D. We further denote C D if C D C, and in this case we say that C and D are ultraweakly equivalent.
The relation is reflexive and transitive, hence a preorder. It fails to be antisymmetric; we can have C D although C = D.
The ultraweak majorization is weaker than the matrix majorization [14] and weak matrix majorization [15] ; these are defined in the same way but in the matrix majorization L = 1 while in the weak matrix majorization R = 1. We note that the matrix majorization makes sense for two matrices only when they have the same number of rows, while in the weak matrix majorization the number of columns is assumed to be the same. However, in the ultraweak majorization matrices can have different number of rows and columns.
The reason to introduce and study ultraweak majorization in the current investigation is that C(S), the set of all communication matrices implementable with a given system S, is closed with respect to ultraweak majorization. Namely, as shown in [12] , if C D and D ∈ C(S), then C ∈ C(S). In a physical setting the relation C = LDR can be seen as follows. Suppose we have a communication setup that implements D. If C = LDR, then by mixing and relabeling the states and measurement outcomes we can implement C, the respective operations being given by L on states and R on measurement outcomes. For this reason, we take C D to be the mathematical formulation of the idea that C is easier or equally easy to implement than D. Figure 1 . The blue devices that implement the communication matrix G 4,2 can also be used to implement G 3,1 without the green devices. The majorization matrizes L and R written in (6) give us instructions how to achieve this by preprocessing the states and postprocessing the measurement outcomes. In this case we see that we need to only consider the last three preparations in the blue preparator and when measuring the system with the blue measurement device with four outcomes we need to combine the first two outcomes into a single new outcome in order to obtain the same statistics as one would get with the green one.
As an example, it has been shown in [12] that G n,t−1 G n,t G n+1,t+1 . The concrete case of G 3,1 G 4,2 can be explicitly written as
and this is illustrated in Fig. 1 . It is easy to see that for any n and ∈ [0, 1], we have V n D n, 1 n . We will fully characterize the ultraweak ordering of D n, matrices in Section 6. Some simple sufficient conditions for ultraweak equivalence are listed below. The conditions (a)-(c) were presented already in [13] . The condition (d) generalizes (b) while (e) generalizes (c). The proofs are straightforward and we skip them. Proposition 2. In the following cases two matrices C and D are ultraweakly equivalent.
(a) C is obtained from D by permuting rows and columns.
(b) C is obtained from D by duplicating some of the rows of D.
(c) C is obtained from D by adding zero columns to D.
(d) C is obtained from D by adding a row that is a convex mixture of some of the rows D. (e) C is obtained from D by splitting a column into several columns with weights summing into 1.
All of the conditions (a)-(e) have clear operational interpretations. The physical operations that correspond to these conditions are the following:
(a) Relabel bijectively states and measurement outcomes. We note that as the ultraweak equivalence is a symmetric relation, these actions can be reverted. For instance, we can remove a zero column from a communication matrix and it is ultraweakly equivalent to the original one.
Ultraweak monotones
As with any monotones, ultraweak monotones can be used to verify that a matrix does not majorize another one
In the latter case we say that f detects the inequivalence of C and D.
For a given monotone f , we are also interested on the maximal value of f in a given operational theory. As we will see, these maximal values may give operationally motivated 'dimensions' of S and can be used to analyze the dissimilarities between different theories. 5.1. Rank. The rank is an ultraweak monotone as the rank cannot increase in matrix multiplication. The rank seems not to have a direct operational meaning. However, the maximal rank in S links to the linear dimension in the following way and gives a convenient necessary condition to test if C ∈ C(S).
Proof. We first show that there exists a communication matrix with rank of d+1 and then proceed to show that every other communication matrix has a smaller or equal rank.
If S ⊂ V is d-dimensional, i.e., dim(aff(S)) = d, where aff(S) denotes the affine hull of S, then we can take the vector space V to be (d + 1)dimensional and embed S in V such that aff(S) is an affine hyperplane in V and S spans V. It then follows that E(S) ⊂ V * , where V * denotes the dual of V and dim(V * ) = dim(V) = d + 1, and furthermore one can confirm that E(S) spans V * .
Since S is d-dimensional there exists a maximal set of affinely independent states {s 1 , . . . , s d+1 } such that
Since aff(S) is an affine hyperplane, there exists a functional u ∈ V * such that aff(S) = {x ∈ V | u(x) = 1}. Thus, in particular u is an interior point of the set of positive functionals on S and since E(S) is a subset of those and E(S) spans V * , there exists d + 1 linearly independent effects {M j } d+1 j=1 such that j M j = u so that they form a measurement M on S. We consider the (d+1)×(d+1) communication matrix C with C ij = M j (s i ) for all i, j = 1, . . . , d + 1. Let us consider the linear dependence of the columns of C, i.e., let
which implies that j α j M j (s i ) = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , d + 1. Let s ∈ S be any state. By Eq. (7), there exists real numbers
By applying the functional j α j M j on s, we find that j α j M j (s) = 0. Because s was an arbitrary state, and because S spans V, we have that j α j M j (x) = 0 for all x ∈ V. Thus, j α j M j = 0 and since {M j } j is linearly independent, we must have that α 1 = · · · = α d+1 = 0. Thus, rank(C) = d + 1.
Let then D ∈ C(S) be any n×m communication matrix generated by a m-outcome measurement M and states {s 1 , . . . , s n }. If m ≤ d + 1 or n ≤ d+1, then obviously rank(D) ≤ d+1. Let then m > d+1. Because dim(V * ) = d + 1, the effects of M cannot be linearly independet, so that there exists an index k ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that M k = j =k β j M j for some set of real numbers {β j } j of which not all of them are zero. Thus, looking at the kth column of D, we find that
so that the columns are not linearly independent. The same procedure can be continued to show that D can have maximally d + 1 linearly independent columns, i.e., rank(D) ≤ d + 1.
We can thus define the linear dimension d lin (S) of a theory with a state space S as
From the proof of the previous proposition we find the supremum is always attained and that if S is d-dimensional, i.e., dim(aff(S)) = d, then d lin (S) = d + 1.
For example, for d-dimensional classical and quantum theory we have that d lin (S cl d ) = d and d lin (Q d ) = d 2 . We note that in this context, when we call classical or quantum state spaces d-dimensional, we mean that their operational dimension d op (S), defined as the maximal number of distinguishable states, or equivalently, the maximal number n such that 1 n ∈ C(S), is d. We note that for quantum state spaces the operational dimension coincides with the dimension of the underlying Hilbert space. We will see later how operational dimension itself is linked to a particular monotone.
Example 2. Considering the uniform (anti)distinguishability matrices introduced in Sec. 2, we have rank(D n, ) = n for all = 1 − 1/n, and rank(D n,1−1/n ) = 1. Therefore, for a fixed n the rank shows that D n,1−1/n ≺ D n, for = 1 − 1/n but nothing else than that. For n < m the rank shows that 1 n does not ultraweakly majorize any D m, with
The nonnegative rank of a nonnegative matrix C ∈ M n,m , denoted as rank + (C), is defined as the the smallest number k such there exists nonnegative matrices L ∈ M n,k , R ∈ M k,m such that LR = C. As shown in [16] , for a stochastic matrix C ∈ M row n,m , the nonnegative matrices L and R can be chosen to be stochastic so that for C ∈ M row n,m we have rank
By noting that C = LR = L1 k R, we see that we can express the nonnegative rank with respect to ultraweak matrix majorization as follows:
rank
From this expression it is obvious that rank + (·) is an ultraweak monotone.
In comparison to the ordinary rank, we see from (8) that
It follows that any n × n square matrix C with rank(C) = n has rank + (C) = n.
Example 3 (Nonnegative rank of G n,t ). It has been shown in [12] that rank(G n,t ) = n for all 1 ≤ t ≤ n − 1. Since G n,t is a n t × n matrix, we see from Eq. (10) that rank + (G n,t ) = n.
It was shown in [16] that for a nonnegative matrix A ∈ M n,m such that rank(A) ≤ 2, we have that rank + (A) = rank(A). Especially, this with (10) means that rank + (A) = 2 if and only if rank(A) = 2. Furthermore, it was proven in [16] that if A ∈ M n,m such that n ∈ {1, 2, 3} or m ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then rank + (A) = rank(A). For a 4 × 4 matrix we can already have rank + (C) > rank(C); if
then rank(K) = 3 but rank + (K) = 4 [16] .
The nonnegative rank of a communication matrix C has an operational interpretation as the smallest classical system that can implement C; this is the content of the following proposition. We recall that S cl d is the state space of a classical system with d pure states, i.e., d − 1 -simplex.
Proposition 4. For C ∈ M row , the following are equivalent:
Proof. We have already seen that (i)⇔(ii). The implication (ii)⇒(iii) follows from the fact that 1 n ∈ C(S cl n ). It remains to show (iii)⇒(ii). A classical theory S cl n has exactly n pure states s 1 , . . . , s n and any mixed state has a unique convex decomposition into the pure states. Further, any measurement is a post-processing of the n-outcome measurement M , defined as M b (s a ) = δ ab for all a, b = 1, . . . , n. It follows that any communication matrix that has an implementation in S cl n can be obtained from 1 n with classical processing on states and measurement outcomes.
Any communication matrix C is ultraweakly majorized by 1 n for some n; if C ∈ M row n,m we have C 1 n and C 1 m . It makes thus sense to look for the minimal classical theory that can be used to implement all communication matrices in C(S). Thus, we set
and by the previous proposition it follows that
We note that if d cl (S) < ∞, then the supremum in the last expression is always attained. Compared with the operational dimension, we immediately see that In [10] it was shown thatC n,m (Q d ) =C n,m (S cl d ) for all n, m, d ∈ N so
As we saw earlier, without shared randomness (i.e. without the convex hulls) we have C n,m (Q d ) = C n,m (S cl d ) and therefore d cl (Q d ) = d cl (S cl d ).
5.3.
Positive semidefinite rank. The positive semidefinite rank of a nonnegative matrix C ∈ M n,m , denoted as rank psd (C), is defined as the smallest integer k such that there exist positive semidefinite k × k matrices A 1 , . . . , A n and B 1 , . . . , B m such that C ij = tr [A i B j ]. This is called a positive semidefinite decomposition of C.
Proposition 5. The positive semidefinite rank rank psd (·) is an ultraweak monotone.
Proof. Let C, D ∈ M row and C D. Let us assume that D has a positive semidefinite decomposition
The matrices A k and B j are positive semidefinite matrices of the same size as A i and B j .
In [17] it was shown that rank psd (C) gives the dimension of the quantum system needed to produce the communication matrix C; the following result should be compared with Prop. 4. and then d q (S) is the minimum dimension of a quantum system needed to produce all of the communication matrices on S. We see from Prop. 6 that
Similarly to the classical dimension, if the quantum dimension is finite, then supremum in the last expression is attained for some communication matrix.
It has been shown in [18] that
Namely, the second inequality follows from the observation that the nonnegative rank corresponds to the minimal positive semidefinite decomposition with the extra requirement that the matrices in the decomposition are diagonal. The first inequality is easy to confirm in the case when C is a stochastic matrix; if C ∈ M row and rank psd (C) = d, then from Prop. 6 it follows that C ∈ C(Q d ) so that by Prop. 3 we must have rank(C) ≤ d 2 from which the claim follows.
In the following we derive a lower bound for communication matrices of a special type.
Proposition 7. Let C be a communication matrix such that all rows are different. If there is a column with at least two zeros and at least one nonzero element, then rank psd (C) ≥ 3.
Proof. Suppose that rank psd (C) = 2, i.e., there exists a quantum implementation such that C ij = tr [ i M(j)], where the states and effects are 2-dimensional. As all rows of C are different we know that i = ρ j for i = j. Let k be the column with (at least) two zeros, say tr [ i M(k)] = tr [ j M(k)] = 0. We also know that there exists an index h such that tr [ h M(k)] = 0, which means that M(k) = 0. However, a 2-dimensional nonzero effect has at most 1-dimensional kernel, so it is impossible for both tr [ i M(k)] and tr [ j M(k)] to be zero.
Example 4. We note that rank(A 3 ) = rank + (A 3 ) = 3 but rank psd (A 3 ) = 2. More generally, it is known that rank psd (A d 2 ) = d whenever d is odd and rank psd (A d 2 −1 ) = d whenever d is even [17] . It is also known that there can be at most d 2 uniformly antidistinguishable qudit states [12] . Note that the psd-factorization of, say, A n also gives a psd-factorization for A n−1 . This is due to the fact that we can drop one state and one effect from the decomposition and obtain a psd-decomposition for A n−1 of the same size as for A n . It is therefore guaranteed that if A n has a qudit implementation, then A n−1 also has a qudit implementation of the same dimension. We can hence make the following chain of conclusions. Let d be odd. Then rank psd (A d 2 ) is d. Now every rank psd (A d 2 −k ) = d until reaching a k such that d 2 − k = (d − 1) 2 . Now d − 1 is even so it is not known whether rank psd (A (d−1) 2 ) is d or d − 1. However, as stated above, it is known that rank psd (A (d−1) 2 −1 ) = d − 1 and this chain can be continued until reaching A 2 . We can also make the remark that, as was shown in [12] , a SIC-POVM always gives an implementation for uniform antidistinguishability. As SIC-POVMs are known to exist for up to d = 151 [19] , we know that rank psd (A d 2 ) = d for up to d = 151 regardless of whether d is even or odd.
For the matrices G n,t we know that rank psd (G n,t ) ≤ n because G n,t (11) . From Eq. (11) together with Example 3 and Prop. 7 we see that rank psd (G 4,2 ) ∈ {3, 4}. In Ref. [12] it was shown that rank psd (G 4,2 ) = 3.
We can develop the method of obtaining a bound for the positive semidefinite rank from a larger matrix a bit further. Let C ∈ M row a,b be a communication matrix and rank psd (C) = n. We see that if D is a communication matrix such that tD is a submatrix of C for some t > 0, then rank psd (D) ≤ n. Namely, it is clear that the positive semidefinite factorization for D is obtained by dropping some matrices from the factorization C ij = tr [A i B j ] and renormalizing by a suitable constant t. This then quarantees a positive semidefinite factorization, and hence a quantum implementation, of the same size for D as for C. As was stated in the previous example, this is exactly the case with A n and A n−1 , since (n − 2)/(n − 1)A n−1 is a submatrix of A n , where any row j and column j of A n can be dropped in order to obtain (n − 2)/(n − 1)A n−1 .
Example 5. For a communication matrix C, let us define λ max (C) := j max i (C ij ). In [17] it was shown that rank psd (C) ≥ λ max (C).
We are interested in the case when a communication matrix C does not have a qubit implementation, i.e., when rank psd (C) ≥ 3. By the previous inequality, if λ max (C) > 2, then rank psd (C) ≥ 3. Let us next demonstrate how Prop. 1 can be used to get another lower bound for a specific class of communication matrices C ∈ C(S) such that λ max (C) = 2. We demonstrate this with an example. Let us consider two communication matrices
Suppose that C ∈ C(Q 2 ). Since λ max (C) = tr [C] = 2, Prop. 1 shows that in this case C must have an implementation with a 4-outcome rank-1 POVM M and 4 pure states { 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 } such that for each effect M(j) we have that j is the unique eigenstate of M(j) with eigenvalue r j = 1/2. Let us consider the first column of C. Since M(1) is rank-1 and the eigenstates corresponding to the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of M(1) are 1 and 2 respectfully, we must have that 1 and 2 are antipodal states on the Bloch spehere. Since the eigenstate corresponding to the maximal eigenvalue of M(2) is 2 , and since 1 and 2 are antipodal, we should have that also M(1) and M(2) have antipodal Bloch representation so that 1 is the eigenstate of M(2) corresponding to the eigenvalue zero and C 12 = 0. However, this is not the case and thus C / ∈ C(Q 2 ) and rank psd (C) ≥ 3. We note that the same arguments can be applied to square communication matrices similar to C.
However, for D we see that the same arguments do not apply and indeed one has a qubit implementation for D using two pairs of antipodal effects/states:
Thus, rank psd (D) = 2.
Min and Max monotones.
In the following we introduce two easily computable ultraweak monotones.
Proposition 8. The functions
are ultraweak monotones.
Proof. Let C D so that there exist L, R ∈ M row such that C = LDR. For λ max we then have that
The proof for λ min is analogous.
Similarly to the previous monotones, we can try to use λ max and λ min to give us insight to not just some particular communication matrix but to a whole theory. This also clarifies their physical meaning. We first set λ max (S) := sup{λ max (C) | C ∈ C(S)} .
We denote by O(S) the set of all measurements in S and by Ω M ⊂ N the (finite) outcome set of a measurement M ∈ O(S). Now we can reformulate the previous quantity as follows:
Let us denote λ max (M ) := j∈Ω M max s∈S M j (s) for a measurement M ∈ O(S) so that λ max (S) = sup M ∈O(S) λ max (M ). For a given measurement M , the quantity λ max (M ) is related to some minimal error discrimination and decoding tasks: If Alice encodes n equally likely messages into same amount of states and Bob decodes this by performing a n-outcome measurement, Bob's probability of error P n E is bounded by Thus, for a given measurement M with n outcomes, we can interpret λ max (M )/n as the decoding power of M as it tells us the optimal decoding probability that can be achieved using M . Furthermore, λ max,n (S)/n gives us the optimal success probability for a minimal error discrimination of n states in the whole theory. We note that Example 6. In quantum theory all implementable communication matrices have the form
where i are density matrices and M is a POVM. It follows that for Q d we have the upper bound
so that λ max (Q d ) ≤ d = d op (Q d ). Thus, we get the basic decoding theorem [20] in d-dimensional quantum theory:
Remark 2. In [21] , λ max (S) was called the information storability of S (denoted by n in their work), and they were able to prove that it is related to the point-asymmetry of the state space: the information storability n of S is related to the amount of asymmetry of S given by the (affine-invariant) Minkowski measure m by the relation m = n − 1.
Since the Minkowski measure m gives value 1 only for point-symmetric state spaces, their result showed that λ max (S) = n = 2, i.e., the state space can store 1 bit of information if and only if the state space is point-symmetric.
As was shown in Example 6, in quantum theory λ max (Q d ) is bounded by the operational dimension d. The same can be shown for d-dimensional classical theory as well. By the results of [21] , we see that this is not the case in general. In fact they show that in the so-called pentagon state space S 5 we have λ max (S 5 ) = 1 + 1/ cos(π/5) ≈ 2.24 > 2 = d op (S 5 ).
We note that by considering λ min similar way for the whole theory is not as useful since λ min (C) ∈ [−1, 0] for all C ∈ C(S), where the minimum value −1 is obtained by any trivial measurement and the maximum value 0 is obtained by any 1 k or A n such that 1 k , A n ∈ C(S).
Distinguishability monotone.
For C ∈ M row , we define ι(C) := max{n | 1 n C} .
It is obvious that ι is an ultraweak monotone. Physically, ι describes how many messages we can send if we can implement C. In C(S), the minimal value of ι is 1 and the maximal value is d op (S). such that LCR = 1 k , and then we will deal with the maximality of k afterwards. For a matrix A we use the notation A i for the vector consisting of the elements of the ith row of A. Let first C ∈ M row n,m have k orthogonal rows, i.e., there exists indices {p 1 , . . . , p k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that C p i · C p j = 0 for all i = j, i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. For each i ∈ {1, . . . , k} we define Q i = {q ∈ {1, . . . , m} | C p i q = 0}. We see that if q ∈ Q i , then for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j = i, we have that
so that C p j q = 0 and therefore q / ∈ Q j . Thus, Q i ∩ Q j = ∅ for all i = j. On the other hand we might have that C p i q = 0 for all i so that q / ∈ Q i for any i, and thus it might happen that ∪ k i=1 Q i = {1, . . . , m}. Thus, we can define a matrix R ∈ M m,k by
and see that based on the previous properties we have that R ∈ M row m,k . Also we define another stochastic matrix L ∈ M row k,n by setting L ip = δ p i p for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and p ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now we see that
for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Hence LCR = 1 k .
Let then LCR = 1 k for some stochastic matrices L ∈ M row k,n and R ∈ M row m,k . Since 1 k has orthogonal rows, we have for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k},
Now if in the sum (18) we have q = q, then clearly R q · R q = 0, since R is a row-stochastic matrix. Thus, since all of the terms in the sum are nonnegative, in order for it to result zero, we must have that (LC) iq (LC) jq = 0 for all q ∈ {1, . . . , m} and i = j. Hence,
Clearly, since L is a row-stochastic matrix, for all i = j there exists p i , p j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that L ip i L jp j = 0. Then we again see that in order for the sum (19) (that again consists of nonnegative terms) to result zero, we must have C p i · C p j = 0, i.e., the p i th and p j th rows of C must be orthogonal. Thus, there exist at least k indices {p 1 , . . . , p k } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} such that C p i · C p j = 0 for all i = j. In order to complete this part of the proof we need to show that p i = p j for all i = j.
For that, let us consider the sum (19) once more. For p = p in the sum, we obviously have that C p · C p = C p · C p = 0, so that we must have L ip L jp = 0 for all p ∈ {1, . . . , n} and i = j. Thus, if we would have p i = p j for some i = j, then L ip i L jp j = 0 which contradicts the defining property L ip i L jp j = 0 of how p i and p j were found. We conclude that p i = p j for all i = j so that the rows C p 1 , . . . , C p k are orthogonal.
Let now ι(C) = k. Thus, by the previous part of the proof C has (at least) k orthogonal rows. Suppose that C has s > k orthogonal rows.
Then by the first part of the proof we would have that L CR = 1 s for some stochastic matrices L and R so that ι(C) ≥ s > k = ι(C), which is a contradiction.
On the other hand, let the maximal number of orthogonal rows of C be k and suppose that t := ι(C) > k. Thus, there exist stochastic L and R such that LCR = 1 t and again by the first part of the proof we would have that C has at least t orthogonal rows which contradicts the maximality of k. This concludes the proof. 
We see that the maximal number of orthogonal rows is 2 and this is the case for rows (p 1 , p 2 ) = (1, 4) and (p 1 , p 2 ) = (2, 3). Let first (p 1 , p 2 ) = (1, 4). By following the proof, we arrive at the following majorization decomposition for 1 2 :
Similarly, if we take (p 1 , p 2 ) = (2, 3), we get the following decomposition:
Example: uniform (anti)distinguishability
As a demonstration of the ultraweak order and the introduced tools, we analyze tha family of communication matrices D n, , where n is fixed and 0 ≤ ≤ 1. As discussed in Section 2, a communication matrix D n, is related either to a distinguishability task or to an antidistinguishability task, the boundary value being = 1 − 1/n. The special cases are D n,0 = 1 n (error-free distinguishability), D n,1 A n (error-free antidistinguishability) and D n,1−1/n = V n (pure noise). It is clear that V n D n, 1 n for any .
In the following we determine the ultraweak order completely for fixed n. The results are:
• If ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n] (i.e. distinguishability), then D n, D n,µ if and only if µ ∈ , 1 − n−1 .
• If ∈ [1 − 1/n, 1] (i.e. antidistinguishability), then D n, D n,µ if and only if µ ∈ 1 − n−1 , . Interestingly, the error-free antidistinguishability matrix D n,1 is majorized only by 1 n . The results for n = 3 are illustrated in Fig. 2 . The black line segments are formed by the matrices D 3, for all ∈ [0, 1] such that 1 3 (with = 0) is on top and as the line segment goes down to V 3 , the corresponding value of goes up to 2/3, and as the line segment climbs back up from V 3 to A 3 , the values of grow from 2/3 to 1. A matrix D 3,µ can be majorized by a matrix D 3, if and only if it is contained in the downward cone placed at D 3, . We see for example We start by showing that the bounds for µ for a given are necessary for the majorization D n, D n,µ . For this we will use the previously defined monotones λ max and λ min .
First, let ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n] and D n, D n,µ . Suppose that 0 ≤ µ < . Then by using λ max , we see that
which implies that µ ≥ thus leading to a contradiction. Similarly, if we suppose that µ > 1 − n−1 , by using λ min , we see that
which then implies that µ ≤ 1 − n−1 thus again leading to a contradiction. We conclude that if ∈ [0, 1 − 1/n], then µ ∈ , 1 − n−1 .
Second, let ∈ [1 − 1/n, 1] and D n, D n,µ . By a similar fashion, if we suppose that 0 ≤ µ < 1 − n−1 , by using λ max we see that
which implies that µ ≥ 1 − n−1 which is again a contradiction. On the other hand if we suppose that µ > , then
and thus µ ≤ . Hence, we conclude that if ∈ [1 − 1/n, 1], then µ ∈ 1 − n−1 , . To see that we can actually realize all the stated majorizations, we define a row-stochastic matrix L λ = λ1 n +(1−λ)D n,1 for any λ ∈ [0, 1]. Then
Let us then consider a state space S with operational dimension d op and linear dimension d lin . We denote
The previous characterization of the ultraweak majorization of the D n, matrices implies that I n (S) is an interval. To further limit the interval I n (S), we see that if ∈ I n (S) so that D n, ∈ C(S), then n(1 − ) = λ max (D n, ) ≤ λ max,n (S) which gives us ≥ 1 − λ max,n (S)/n. This is precisely the generalization of the basic decoding theorem that was discussed in Sec. 5.4. Thus, we must always have that
Firstly, for n ≤ d op we have D n, ∈ C(S) for all ∈ [0, 1] as in these cases D n, 1 n ∈ C(S). In this case also λ max,n (S) = n so that Eq. (21) gives only a trivial lower bound. Secondly, for n ≥ d lin + 1 we have D n, ∈ C(S) only when = 1−1/n since rank(D n, ) = n for = 1−1/n and Prop. 3 bounds the rank of matrices in C(S). The nontrivial cases are hence limited to d op < n ≤ d lin and the intervals I n (S) then depend on the details of S. Example 8. (Uniform (anti)distinguishability of qudit states) As was mentioned above, the nontrivial cases of determining I n (Q d ) are limited to d < n ≤ d 2 since I n (Q d ) = [0, 1] for n ≤ d and I n (Q d ) = {1 − 1 n } for n > d 2 . For d < n ≤ d 2 , we get from the basic quantum decoding theorem (see Example 6) that I n (Q d ) ⊆ 1 − d n , 1 . Furthermore, for n < d 2 , we see from Example 4 that rank psd (A n ) ≤ d so that 1 ∈ I n (Q d ) and thus the upper bound in the previous inclusion is attained in this case. By Example 4 this also holds for all n = d 2 when d ≤ 151 or d is odd. The lower bound is also attained for n = d 2 when d ≤ 151 as it is then given by a SIC-POVM.
In the special case of qubits, one can show that for n = 3 and n = 4 we can choose pure qubit states with equal trace distance and perform their minimum error discrimination that gives D n,1− 2 n . Thus, for qubits we conclude that I n (Q 2 ) = 1 − 2 n , 1 for the nontrivial cases when n ∈ {3, 4}.
Comparisons of the monotones
In this section we examine the monotones further. In Subsec. 7.1 we show that all of the introduced monotones are useful, meaning that each of them detect some inequivalences that none other is detecting. In Subsec. 7.2 we show that our collection of six monotones is not enough to characterize the ultraweak matrix majorization. This may not be a surprise, but we believe that analyzing inequivalent matrices where all the monotones coincide may give insight in introducing other monotones. Finally, in Subsec. 7.3 we summarize some inequalities for the numerical values of the monotones. 7.1. Incomparability of the monotones. Let f 1 and f 2 be two ultraweak monotones. We say that f 1 is finer than f 2 if the following holds for all C, D ∈ M row :
This relation is a preorder in the set of ultraweak monotones. Obviously, if we have two monotones and one of them is finer than the other, then we can ignore the second one and use only the finer one.
In the following we demonstrate that all the introduced ultraweak monotones are incomparable in the sense that none is finer than any other. We will present a set of matrices where, for a given monotone, there is a pair of communication matrices such that their ultraweak inequivalence is only detected by the given monotone and all the other monotones take the same value for both matrices. As we give such an example for each monotone, together they show that each of them can be used to detect an inequivalence that the others cannot detect. This means that they are also incomparable in the sense described earlier. Table 1 . The values of the monotones for the given matrices. For each monotone one can find a pair of matrices for which only that monotone can be used to detect the inequivalence of the pair.
We see that for each monotone, there is a pair of matrices such that only the monotone in question detects the ultraweak inequivalence of the matrices. The monotones and the pairs of matrices are the following: rank for K + and K, nonnegative rank for K and K − , positive semidefinite rank for D 3,1/3 and A, λ min for A and B, ι for B and C, and lastly λ max for C and D. Together they show that the monotones presented here are incomparable in the sense described earlier.
Next we explain how the values of the monotones in Table 1 were obtained. The values for rank, λ max and λ min can easily be obtained from their definitions and require no further analysis. Also the characterization in Prop. 9 for ι gives an easy way to calculate the value of ι. Thus, what remain are the values of rank + and rank psd for the given matrices.
First we note that if for a matrix M ∈ M row n,m we have that rank(M ) = min{n, m}, then by Eq. (10) we must have that rank + (M ) = min{n, m}. Thus, by using this we get the values of rank + for every other matrix other than K. The nonnegative rank of K was found in Ref. [16] to be 4.
For the positive semidefinite rank, we start with the matrices K + , K and K − . Since K + can be obtained from G 4,2 by removing one row and similarly K from K + and K − from K, we have the following chain of majorizations:
Since we know from Example 4 that rank psd (G 4,2 ) = 3, we thus get that the positive semidefinite rank of K + , K and K − must all be less than three. However, all three matrices satisfy the premises of Prop. 7 so that together with the previous fact we must have that the positive semidefinite rank of all three matrices is exactly three. For the remaining matrices, we note that from Prop. 7 and Eq. (11) it follows that rank psd (A) = rank psd (C) = rank psd (D) = 3. From Example 1 we conclude that rank psd (D 3,1/3 ) = 2 and rank psd (B) ≥ 3. However, from Eq. (11) we see that rank psd (B) = 3. This concludes the filling of the table.
7.2.
Incompleteness of the set of monotones. From Table 1 we see that all the monotones coincide for the matrices C and K − . It is straightforward to see that C K − . We will continue to show that even though the values of the monotones coincide for C and K − , they are not ultraweakly equivalent so that our set of monotones is not a complete set. This means that our monotones do not always detect the inequivalence of some communication matrices.
Proof. Suppose that K − C so that there exists L ∈ M row 3,3 and R ∈ M row 3,4 such that LCR = K − . By calculating LCR explicitly we find that
and this must coincide with (K − ) ij for all i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. First we note that since K − does not have any zero columns, we must have that all the columns of R must also be nonzero so that each column of R must have at least one nonzero element.
Let us focus on the third column of R. From the above consideration we know that at least one of the elements R 13 , R 23 or R 33 must be nonzero in order to LCR = K − to hold. Suppose first that R 13 = 0. By looking at the third column of K − , we find that (K − ) 13 = (K − ) 33 = 0 so that from Eq. (23) it follows that L i1 = L i3 = 0 and L i2 = 1 for i ∈ {1, 3}. Then by plugging these into the expressions of the elements (LCR) 11 and (LCR) 31 in Eq. (23), we find that
which is a contradiction. Thus, R 13 = 0. Suppose next that R 33 = 0 so that again from the third column of K − we can deduce with Eq. (23) that L i2 = L i3 = 0 and L i1 = 1 for i ∈ {1, 3}. By plugging these into the expressions of the elements (LCR) 11 and (LCR) 31 we find that
which is again a contradiction. Thus, also R 33 = 0. Suppose lastly that R 23 = 0. Once again we use the third column of K − to find that in this case we must have L 12 = L 32 = 0. If we look at elements (LCR) 11 and (LCR) 31 by noting that
for i ∈ {1, 3} which follows from the stochasticity of L, we find that 1 2
[(1 + L 11 )R 11 + L 13 R 31 ] = (LCR) 11 = (K − ) 11 = 1 2 ,
From the latter expression we can deduce that R 11 = 0 so that for the former expression it means that L 13 = R 31 = 1. For the latter expression this means also that L 33 = 0 which together with L 32 = 0 and stochasticity of K implies that L 31 = 1. From the stochasticity of L it also follows that also L 11 = 0. By plugging these values into the expressions of the elements (LCR) 14 and (LCR) 34 we see that
which together imply that 1 2 = R 14 = 0, which is a contradiction. Hence, also R 23 = 0, but since none of the columns of R could not be zero in order to satisfy LCR = K − , we are forced to conclude that there does not exist such L and R.
7.3.
Comparison of numerical values of the monotones. Let us consider the monotones ι, λ max , rank psd , rank and rank + . By minimizing and maximizing over all communication matrices of an operational theory with a state space S, we have the following bounds for these monotones for all C ∈ C(S):
The numerical values of the monotones are related in the following way.
Proposition 11. For all C ∈ C(S), we have that
and rank(C) ≤ rank psd (C), rank(C) ≤ rank + (C) .
Proof. The first inequality in Eq. (24) follows from noting that 1 ι(C) C so that by the monotonicity of λ max we must have λ max (C) ≥ λ max (1 ι(C) ) = ι(C). The second inequality in Eq. (24) is the same as Eq. (12) which was shown in [17] and can be obtained from Example 6 and Prop. 6. The final inequality in Eq. (24) is just the second inequality in Eq. (11), and the inequalities in Eq. (25) are collected from Eq. (11) and Eq. (10).
By taking the supremum of each monotone in a given theory with a state space S, we get the following corollary. 
The dimensions given by the monotones can be used to categorize theories into different classes where in each class each theory has the same set of dimensions. One can then compare communication in theories of different classes together as the dimensions are indicators to what kind of communication tasks might be possible to implement. To find differences in theories within the same class with the same dimensions one would have to consider the set of communication matrices themselves and see if some task can be implemented in some theory and not in others. Lastly, we demonstrate the dimensions in classical and quantum theory.
For the classical state space S cl d we have that all of the previous dimensions give the same value d, i.e. d op (S cl d ) = λ max (S cl d ) = d q (S cl d ) = d lin (S cl d ) = d cl (S cl d ) = d, and one can confirm that the property that all of the dimensions are equal is also necessary for a state space to be classical (actually it suffices only for d op and d lin to be equal). Thus, d-dimensional classical theory forms a class of its own. We note that classical theory saturates all the inequalities in Eq. (26) and the latter inequality in Eq. (27).
For quantum state space Q d , we have that
Thus, for d-dimensional quantum theory, the first three inequalities in Eq. (26) 
Discussion
We have considered communication matrices that can be seen as communication tasks in prepare-and-measure scenarios in operational theories. We have introduced a preorder, ultraweak matrix majorization, in the set of communication matrices that captures the idea of when a communication task is harder than some other. We have further developed a set of monotones for the preorder, examined their properties and seen that they are can give information about the physical properties of a given theory. We demonstrate our results with concrete communication matrices that come from motivated physical communication tasks.
Our first monotone, the rank, is linked to the linear dimension of a state space, and it can be thus used as a necessary mathematical criterion to see if a communication task can be implemented with a theory with a specific dimension. Our second (third) monotone, the nonnegative (positive semidefinite) rank, gives the minimal dimension of a classical (quantum) system needed to implement a given communication task. It has been shown that computing the nonnegative rank and the (real) positive semidefinite rank of a matrix are NP-hard problems [22, 23] in general. We do however provide a lower bound for the positive semidefinite rank of some special types of matrices.
Our fourth and fifth monotes, the max and the min monotone, calculates the sum of the maximal and minimal elements of each column. The max monotone is then seen to link to some decoding and minimum error discrimination tasks. Our last monotone, the distinguishability monote, tells us how many (error-free) messages can be sent with a given communication matrix, and it is seen to connect to the operational dimension of a theory. We show that all the defined monotones are useful for detecting an inequivalence of different tasks but that they do not characterize the preorder completely. Finally, we consider and compare certain type of dimensions given by the monotones and discuss how they can be used to classify different operational theories.
An intriguing open problem is to characterize the set C(Q d ) of all qudit implementable communication matrices. In the presented framework this amounts to finding the maximal elements of C(Q d ) in the ultraweak preordering. A similar question can naturally be posed for any operational theory S, and this then gives a physically motivated way to compare different theories.
Another point to make is that we have been considering a state space S and taking all mathematically possible measurements as physical measurements. This corresponds to the so-called no-restriction hypothesis. One can relax this hypothesis and have a milder assumption that the set of measurements is simulation closed [24] . This is enough to guarantee that the set of implementable communication matrices is closed in the ultraweak majorization and the introduced mathematical machinery hence makes sense.
